Ovine tests of a novel spinal cord neuromodulator and dentate ligament fixation method.
To improve methods for the treatment of intractable pain, we are developing a novel intradural spinal cord stimulator that could be either attached to the dentate ligaments of the human spinal cord or fitted around the dorsal arc of the cord itself. Our goal was to carry out the first in vivo tests of these attachment methods in an ovine model using custom-built devices and instrumentation. For eventual translational studies, we also explored methods of mimicking a human dentate ligament attachment technique in this large animal model. As a starting point, we investigated details of the gross and histological anatomy of the ovine denticulate ligaments, and compared them with their human counterpart. The gap between the dura and the spinal cord in the sheep is small; hence, the denticulate ligaments are not long enough to accommodate human-scaled attachment clips. Therefore, lateral strips of the spinal-canal dura were fashioned to serve this same device attachment function. This form of dural anchoring was implemented surgically for fixation of a silicone membrane implant that had 12 electrodes, and somatosensory evoked potentials were obtained successfully when stimuli were applied to it. The dorsal arc clamping technique was also implemented. We demonstrated that the dural attachment method is an effective surrogate model for testing the human dentate ligament device fixation technique, and that this mode of fixation was preferable to dorsal arc attachment. The relevant surgical innovations, anatomical findings, and the preliminary electrophysiological data from a pial surface stimulator attached in this way are presented.